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FINITENESS CONDITIONS ON FILTERS OF LEFT IDEALS 
and 
~‘ommumcatal by M. Barr 
Reccivcd I November 1972 
Let R be an associative ring with unit elenren t 1. Dickson [ 21 has defined a tor- 
sion theory (r. F) of unitary left R-modules. Whenever 7 is closed under submodules, 
then (r, F) is uniquely associated [I 1, $3 ] with a topologizing and idempotent fil- 
ter 
which is a set of left ideals characterized by the following properties: 
(a)EffcT:KSRandifIEP(T),thenKEF(T). 
(b) Ef I, K E f-If), then I n14: E F(T). 
(c) If I E F(i), then (Ix) E F(f) for all r E R. 
(d) Of / E F(7) and if (Kx) E r;‘(T) for all x f I, then K E RJT). 
The following are some distinct fmiteness conditions which may be imposed on F(T). 
(I ) Every I E F(T) is finitely related. 
(2) Every I E NT) is finitely generated. 
(3) R satisfies the ascending chain condition (a.c.c) on left ideals in F’(T). 
(4) I;yT) has a cofinal subset of finitely generated left ideals. 
(5) F(f) is T-noetherian; i.e., if I, C f2 C P, C . . . is a countably infinite ascending 
chain with &‘= 1 Ik E F(lj, then I, E F(T) for some integer n. 
It is apparent that (1) * (2) * (3), (2) * (4) a(S), and (3) + (4) * (2). in Lemma 
2, the filters F(T) satisfying (3) are classified. Filters F(r) satisfying both conditions 
(3) and (5) are characterized inTheorem 1. Conditions equivalent to (2) are given in 
Theorem 2, and filters F(T)\ satisfying ( i ) are characterized in Theorem 3. Whenever 
F(T) contains all left ideals of R, then (1)-(2)--(3)-R is left noetherian. Hence 
the results of this paper generalize standard theorems on noetherian rings as well as 
[ 1, Theorem 2.31. Moreover, Theorems 1 and 2 of this paper completely clarify the 
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situations which were studied by Helzer 17. Props&ion 3.35 and Stenstrom [IO, Pro- 
position 7.4 I. For completeness, we note that conditions equivalent to (4) have been 
gven by Stenstrom ( 11, Proposition I - 3 ‘1 s and filters F{ r) satisfying (5) have been 
characterized by bvth Goldman [6, Theorem 4.4) and Stenstriim [ I 1 y Proposition 
12.11. 
Lemma 1. Suppose that F(T) is T-noetherim and that F(f) sutisfl~s the uscmding 
chuirr condition. If I E F( T) and if fE HornR (I. eaEA M ), then there exists a firtite a 
subset R of A such thut 1 f C Bats M,. 
Proof. Let np denote the natural projection from @aE_4 M, to Mfl. If the set 
B = {&A : If’ n, # 0) were infinite, we could chmse 3 countably infinite subset 
C = (q. a’29 . ..) of f?. The union of the strictly ascending chain of left ideals 
is I E F(T). By the 7’.nmtherian property, I”” E FIT) for same rr. Thus by the a.c.c. 
on Nj,I, =lm+l for some m 2;3h n, which contradicts the strict ascent uf the chain 
&I;= 19 
Deftnit&~ 1. A module E is called T-injective IS -7, IO, 1 I 1 if ExtR(R,‘r, E) = 0 for 
all I E F( 7j. 
This definition is equivalent to the following statement 16, 111: 
For any I E F(T), each homomorphism f : / -+ E can be extended to a 
homomorphism g : R --L E 
Let E(M) denote the injective hull of M, and let ETfN) be the largest submodule of 
E(M) satisfying Et-(M)/M E T. Then ET(M) is the unique minimal member of the 
family of I-injective submodules of E(M) which contain M; Ey(M) is known as the 
T-injective hull of M. 
The following lemms has also been proven independently by Ramamurthi [9]. 
Since the proof has not appeared, we include it here. 
Lemma 2. 7%e foflowing s!tztements are equivdent: 
(a) Ez hers the 2 1 scendirrg chain condition on left ideals in F( T ). 
(b) Anv dime8 sum of(countab1’ many) T-inject&e modules ill T is T=injective. * 
Roof. (b) =a (a). Since T is closed under group extensions 12)) Er(Rbr) E 7 for ail 
/EF(r). LetI, G I, c . . . be an ascending chain of left ideals in flf), and let I = 
qL t lk. By hypothesis, E = @” is 1 ET(R&) is T-injective; so f: i + E: x 1-a (x + ik) 
extends to a homomorphism g : R + E. Since 1 E R maps into an element with only 
finitely many non-zero coordinates, I = I,, for some index n. 
(al * (b). Let I E E-(7-h let {M, fae2A be a (ctluntabte) set aF P-injectlve modules 
in T, and let J’: d -+ *&+;_#t A&. Since T is ~l~scd under dircc t sums, submodules and 
groupextensions [Z, 1 I], wehaveker/EF(T).Thusanargument similar to that given 
in Lemma 1 shows that there existsa finitesubset BofA such that IfG@*,#,. But 
finite direct sums of T-injective modules are ‘Knjective, and hencefcan be exten- 
ded to a homomorphism 6 : R 4 &=A Ma as desired. 
Definition 2. A Ilum~~morphism 1: M -+ A’ is called T-r~t?~ (5) it and or~ly if, for any 
proper submodule U of V with v/U E P and for any homomorphism g : U-+ M, the 
fullowing condi tisns are cquivalen t:
(i) There exisfs a submodule CC’ of V properly containing U and a homomorphism 
Ir : 1%’ -+ iV+ the restriction of which to 6! is g6 
fii) There exists a submodulo W’ of C’ ptoperlv containing C.! and a homomorphism s 
11’ : W --* M, the restriction of which to C! is g. 
This definition generalizes the concept of a neat subgroup of an abelian group 
[ $1 and a neat homomorphism [ 1, 3 1. A simple diagram chase shows that we may 
assume U, cf E F’(r) in the definition of I-neat. The reader can also verify the follow- 
ing elementary lemma, which points out the relationship between the concepts of 
T-injective and T-neat. 
Roof. (a) * (b). If I E fix’?“‘) and if f’: I --t aQeA Ma, then by Lemma I there is a finite 
subset B of A such that ffC eaEB Ma. Since finite direct sums of T-injective modu- 
les are ‘kjective, we can obtain the desired extension g : R + QaEA Ma whenever 
each Mcr is injective. 
(b) * 4~). Trivial. 
(c) * (a). This follows from [ 11, Proposit’Dn 12.11 and L-emma 2. 
(a) * (d). It is sufficient to show that the existence of a commutative diagram 
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with 1, J E blTj, impties the existence of a diagram 
0 _.._____---__+ / -.-_.- ___I --+ K 
with K E F(T). By I.zmma 1, there exists a finite subset B of A such that Ife aQtiBAa. 
Since a direct sum of finitely many T-neat homomorphisms is ?--neat 15, Lemma i.81, 
it follows that g exists. 
(d) * (e). Trivial. 
(e) 3 (c). Use Lemma 3. 
f = liin fa : lim Ma 3 lim A& --3 -4 --3 
is a T-neat honromotphism. 
(d ) (i ) &I?-) & Lrwctheriart ; (ii ) b3 T) sutisfiies the ascending chain cmdition; md 
(iii) Q ?‘) has u tvfinal subscet of left ideals of the fivtn @&GA .I&, where euch J, is 
t, mtabiy gerwared. 
hf. (a) * (b) follows from [ IO, Prc)posbition X3]. 
(b) ‘r+ (d) follows from Theorem 1 and [ 11, Proposition 12.11. 
(d) e (a). L,et 0 f i E 1c’ (T). By (iii), let J C I such that f E F (T j and J = aaEA Ja, _, 
where each J* is non-zero a.nd countably generated. If A is infinite, there is a count- 
able subset B = {at, a2 , . ..} of A. Then J is the union of a strictly ascending chain 
of left ideals of the form 
L, = @{Ja: a E (A ts)u {a,, a29 ..a, CQ)). 
By (i)* L, E F[T’j for some n. But this contradicts (ii), as LR C I,,, I C . . . is a strictly 
increasing chain of left ideals. Hence A is finite, and consequently J is countably gener- 
ated. If tit ,JQ, .,. } generates& then { Cf=, 
union isJEF(‘r). By (i), K = X~l 
Ryi}; 1 forms an increasing chain whose 
R yiEF(7 ) for some M. For any sequence 
~1 ,xf, . ..)of elements of I, the chain 
Kc;K+Rx, CK+Rx, +Rx,C... 
must terminate by (ii). It follows that, for an appropriate choice of Xi’s, I = K + Xf!=, R x.; 
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hence I is finitely generated. 
(C) =$ (b). Use LemiTU 3. 
(a) * (c). Consider the commutative diagram 
with I, K E fir). Since 1 and K are finitely generated by (a), there exist & 7 E A 
such that Ig h Me and K irt G N,. Choose 6 > fl, 7. Then there is a commutative dia- 
gram 
0 ___- ---) J . - . ._--- -.-+ k’ 




&j& -.-----a& . 
Since fb is T-neat, there exists J properly containing I and h’ : J + Ma such that 
h’ t I = g. Consequently, J J-4 Mj ---+ i%lw, is the desired map for heatness. 
~IIQIS 4. A mudule K is either fmitel’j generated or else there exists an ascmding 
chb Ka lu < T of mud&s for some limit ordinal r such tkt K = &< T Ka and 
K& #K)2m?UChcx<T. 
Proof. Let Ml = Rx, for some q E K. If a is not a limit ordinal and if MB has been 
constnlctedforp<a-l,letM,=M,_l tRx,forsome#,EK\M,__*.Ifaisa 
limit ordinal and if MB has been constructed for fi < a, let 3a = use4 M6. There is 
a Ieast ordinal p 1 such that K = MP I. If p1 is finite OF a limit ordinal, then we are 
done, 
1fP1 = q + n1 for some limit ordinal q and finite ordinal nl, define Cl = 
Z$o,+l Rx, and consider the new ascending chain (L1 +Mfi}crCO,. Then K = 
l& ,,(L l + Ma). Let p2 be the least ordinal such that A’ = ~&&1 + AI,). If 
p2 is finite OF a limit ordinal, we are done. If p2 is not such an ordinal, repeat he 
process to obtain ascending chains, 
II-+1 +M&.+ Wl +L2 +&I&$ l a** IL1 +L2 + l ** +L, +M&o,rB 
where etch Li is finitely generated and where each oi is a lirnlt ordinal with 
ul > f/2 > . . . > Q, . Since any decreasing sequence of ordinals is finite, this proceSS 
must stop; i.e., there is an integem rzsoch that pn is either finite ot a limit miinai. 
L493rma 5. Let 7 be un orrlinal, and let {C,),< r be 4 collection of mor;iules 
by the condition: G, < Cp if and only if a < 0. Then any diwcaed system (G4’ &}Q,fle t 
indt !ces o directed system {E(C,), ga B } Q 9 , B < r such that the diqgmm 
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Proof. For each a < ?, dehe ga* : ECU, j + lY(C,) to be the identity map. We now de- 
fine gM : k(G, ) + E(G, ) for a < 0 inductweiy. Since E(6& ) is injcc tive, there exists a 
honwmcrrphism g1 2 making the fr~llcswing diagram cumm;te: 
After induct ivcly defining g,, for the limit ordinal 7 in this manner, the reader 
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can also verify that g, =g,& ghy for e: < 6 < 7. thence we obtain the desired maps 
R, for or < y by induction. 
Proof. (a) - (b). Lc3t I, J E F(r) with I properly contained in J, consider the commu- 
tative diagram 
By (a), d is finitely generated; so there exists fi E A such that I g C M~lj3. where ji 
is a canoru;ai map ass&&cd with ~ITJ Ma. Since I is finitely rp!ateG by (a), there 
exists an exact sequence 
with A’ finitely generated and F free. By the projectivity of I:, there exists a horns- 
morphism Q : F + M, such that /qJb = kg. Since A’ is finitely generated, there exists 
y > fl such that p, = pa rpZ has K contained m its kernel. Therefore p, induces a ho- 
momorphism y, : I -+ M, : x + K w x p,, satisfying q& = g. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that J/I = (Ry + I)/!. Define k’ : R ~331+ J: 
(r,~)w1)?+.~,anddeiines:R3R~:r - M. Then the induced homomorphism 
t : I, -* K’ in the diagram 
0 _.___.__..__, L 
k*s 
~~~_~~ [: e R -~.----+ J - -__ -_._____-+ 0 
t 
i 
Q -. -_-_.M k”’ -_-+] 8 R -1-1-------. J --__- -___ 4 0 
is an epimorphism. Since J E F(T), I, is finitely generated by (a); hence K’ is 31~0 t‘l- 
nitety generated. Since R is projective, there exists 6 3 y and a homomorphism 
V~ : R +N6 such that (1) v6 g6 = (~j)tl. Now define & : I Q R + &, by 
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(x9 r) *.wtfyli Ub + r v&. By the procedure used in the preceding paragraph, there 
exists { > S and 3 homomorphism (I; : J-A$ s;lch that h = qigr. For r > rl {, the 
diagram 
commutes: hence the T-neatness of u follows from the T-neatness of rry . 
(b) * (c). Use Lemma 3. 
(c) * (a). Let I E F(T). By Theorem 2, I is finitely generated. There is a finitely 
generated free module for which the sequence 0 + K + F-+ / --, 0 is exact. If K is 
finitely generated, then wt’ are done. Otherwise, by Lemma 4, choose an ascending 
chain (K,],, r of submodules of K such that K = uaCr K, and A’, # K for ali Q C 7. 
Let G, = F/K,, and let fti : F/K, + F/Kp be the natural map for ~1< 0. By Emma 
5 there exists a direct system { F(G,), gaa)adKr such that the diagram 
f& 
G‘* _---_“.__-__--* ($ 
commutes, where & denotes the inclusion map. Let X = 5 E(G,). There is a unique 
monomorphism i : F/K + X such that fa j = &,, gQI, where fb, ga are maps canonically 
assatiated with the direct limits. By (c), X is T’-injective; so there exists #I :R + X 
making the diagram 
i I / h // ’ . hiI 
X 
commute, where i : I + R is the inclusion map. There exists 6 < 7 such that 
(R) h C irn gs . Since R is projective, there exists k, : R + E(G,) such that k, g6 = h. 
Hence G, f6 i k, f Gb jb + ker gs . Since Ga is finitely generated, there exists X < 7 
. such that d < A and GA& zk, gsh = G, jA. Since jh is a monomorphism, so is fA; 
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hence Gn = S. Thus Kh = K, which contradicts our definition of li’,. 
Remark. After proving Theorem 3, the authors observed that the equivalence of (a) 
and (c) in Theorem 3 can be obtained as a consequence of [4, ThSor&me, p. 4181. 
Since 3ur proof of(c) * (a) is completely diffexnt from the proof of Fakir and 
Haddad, we have included it in the paper. 
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